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Those who know Astrology can only indicate
in a way what will take place in future.
Who else, except the Creator Brahma,

can say with certainty what will definitely happen ?
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I AM PLEASED to be part of this

tribute issue to DR. B.V. RAMAN.  I

had the honor of sponsoring his

second visit to the United States.

Naturally his teachings added to my

technical skill set as well as providing

an inspirational role model.  While I

am personally bi-zodiacal (i.e. use

elements of both Western and

Sidereal astrology), I will here use

Tropical time reference frames as well

as modern solar system planets.

Financial Astrology

The use of financial astrology for both

market timing and stock selection is an

open secret among many successful

investors. Fund managers and traders

worldwide use it for both first and

second opinions on global stock, bond

and commodity markets. The reason is

simple: forecasts made by

experienced financial astrologers are

often more accurate and precise than

other economic modeling systems.

I have been a practicing astrologer

since 1967.  For the first twenty years

I was in “private practice” offering

individual readings most of which

involved equally around questions of

Love or Money. The latter were

mostly vocational or job related.

However, that changed after the 1987

stock market crash which I knew

about one year in advance to the day.

I then switched to study and specialize

my practice to financial astrology.  I

then began to primarily advise market

professionals and investors in the

global markets.  Later I also

HENRY WEINGARTEN

Astrology
Successful Investing

&

personally traded and managed

money as well.  My first three public

forecasts were fortunately 100%

accurate - all first given more than

two years in advance: The Tokyo

Market crash (within one day), The First

Iraqi Gulf war (within 4 hours) and the

US 1990 recession (within one month).

Ironically, only two of these made

money.  Why?  Because all the people

that correctly forecast a US War

were bearish and it turns out the

markets rallied on what was

perceived to be an easy war.  I then

learned my lesson – not  to predict

events but rather to predict ‘how’

markets would react to events.  Today

I often quip that thanks to astrology, 1/3

of market “surprises” are knowable.

Hence its use allows investors to ‘make

more money with less risk’.

Horoscopes Galore

Just as an astrologer can look to an

individual’s horoscope to forecast his

or her future, so too can a financial

astrologer look to the heavens for

stock market guidance. Markets have

horoscopes, countries have

horoscopes, stocks have horoscopes,

investors have horoscopes, and

financial advisors have horoscopes.

Astrology, like Behavioral Finance, is

the study of the psychology of

markets. Astrology is defined as a

“mathematical psychology based on

astronomy.”   Financial astrology,

which includes market psychology

and market timing, is utilized by an

analyst as a third tool, in conjunction

with fundamental and technical

factors that influence market

behavior.  An astrological analyst

studies market behavior primarily by

correlating planetary cycles with

historical equities, bonds, futures and

options pricing.  It is a stock market

tool that measures time and price and

its indicators can be charted in a

similar manner to other technical tools

such as money flows, momentum

indicators, support and resistance. I

personally believe it is the single best

market-forecasting tool.  But it is

important to remember that it is not a

standalone tool.

I generally use a top down approach:

looking first to upcoming planetary

themes and then to the horoscopes of

countries, stock markets, sectors and

finally individual stocks or market

instruments. Then I will seek

confirmations from various alternative

information sources whenever

possible. Alternately, a stock that has

been first researched fundamentally

and/or technically from either external

sources or internal research may or

may not be confirmed by astrological

signals.

Henry Weingarten has been a

professional astrologer for forty

years.  He is Managing Director of

the Astrologers Fund, which uses

astrology as the primary analysis

tool to manage money and advise

clients on finance issues.  He

authored  Investing By The Stars,

and  The Study Of Astrology and the

newsletter: Wall Street, Next Week.

Subscribe to

The Astrological eMagazine

TODAY! and NOW!!

Web :

www.astrologicalmagazine.com

Email :

info@astrologicalmagazine.com
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2013 Astrological Market

Forecasts*

Big Picture Fundamentals

We first begin with the Big Picture

Fundamentals.  All the three leading

global economies, US/Euroland/China

will have meager to poor growth in

2013.  This is not news.  Next we look

to the US markets for leadership in

more detail.   The three pillars of which

are 1) The Job Market  2) Housing  3)

Credit.   The US job market will remain

subdued with long term

unemployment trends yet to be

addressed. Housing will continue to be

challenged for the next two years due

to an overhang of future foreclosures

as well as limited credit and job

improvement.    Finally Credit for

business and individuals is and will be

slightly more available but not enough

to fuel a meaningful recovery.

Note: While some forecasters are

predicting as high as 3% US growth -

that is not our view.  Also 1.5-2% of

US “growth” numbers are due to under

reporting of real inflation and should

be subtracted from official GDP

numbers for the true US economy!

Finally we see corporate earnings growth

slowing, although there is an abundance

of cash and credit to continue to fuel

Mergers & Acquisitions at a significant

pace.  Still, most US companies expect

2013 to be a tough year and little sales

and earnings growth overall.

Big Picture Astrology

2012-2015 We see an unprecedented

seven Uranus-Pluto Squares:

1. June 24, 2012 – first global square

at 8-degrees Aries/Capricorn

2. September 19, 2012 – second

square at 6-degrees Aries/

Capricorn

3. May 20, 2013 – third square at

11-degrees Aries/Capricorn

4. November 1, 2013 – fourth square

at 9-degrees Aries/Capricorn

5. April 21, 2014 – fifth square at

13-degrees Aries/Capricorn

6. December 15, 2014 – sixth square

at 12-degrees Aries/Capricorn

7. March 16/17, 2015 – seventh

square at 15-degrees Aries/

Capricorn

As astrologers know, these dates

activate appropriate events plus or

minus one year and need other

astrological and mundane conditions to

be fulfilled.  For example we first stated

in 2001 that in ten years, Americans

would be “rioting in the streets”,

reminiscent of the 1960’s rebellious

youth (also a Uranus-Pluto aspect).

This seemed an “unthinkable” forecast

at the time and even in 2010.  Yet came

Occupy Wall Street, the name given to

a well known grass roots protest

movement that began on September

17, 2011.  Unfortunately due to a poor

horoscope, I predicted in October

2011, that this particular movement

would fizzle out which has been the

case.  But social unrest is global. We

see it in the “Arab Spring”, we see with

rioting in Greece & Spain and

elsewhere. This is likely to continue for

years to come.

So what does Uranus-Pluto foretell? It

shakes things up.  Many elected

governments worldwide saw and will

continue to see a change of political

leadership.  But it also “shakes things

up” not just politically and economically

but geologically!  Uranus is about

“surprises” and the “unexpected”.  Just

recently we had hurricane Sandy in

New York and New Jersey which was

an “unthinkable” natural disaster.

Many more such events can be

expected over the next two to three

years.  This is why as in in 2001 before

9/11, we suggested investing in

companies that deal with safety, security

and protection (not as much defense

stocks).

Also of concern to many financial

astrologers is the last time Uranus and

Pluto were square was 1932-1934, the

depths of the great worldwide

depression.  All of the above suggests

investment portfolios should carefully be

risk adjusted and to seek protection from

a wide variety of risks.

Think Traditional Swiss and

Preserve Capital:

Focus on safety and protecting against

downside risk.

Where appropriate, hedge or trade more

frequently as well as paradoxically use

longer term time horizons. Be highly

liquid to be able to take advantage of

“unexpected” events and opportunities.

Specifically, what and where then

are we recommending in 2013 to

invest in and avoid?

Note:  H1 is first half of the year.  H2

is the second half of the year.  Q is

Quarterly.

Five Trading & Investing Ideas

For 2013

1. Weak Oil Prices Q1 2013 but Higher

Oil Prices H2 2013 i.e. Summer/Fall

Rally

2. Hold/Buy US bonds Q1 2013/Sell Q4

2013/Q1 2014.

3. US Large caps (DJIA) will

outperform small caps.  They should

also outperform Nasdaq for much

of H2 2013.

4. AVOID Germany and Australia; Buy

Canada H2 2013.

5. Gold will be largely seasonal (Up Q1,

Down Q2 and Up Q4).  Silver is at

great downside risk especially Q2

2013, and likely to underperform in

2013.   Copper is positive and a buy

H1 2013.

Finally for the benefit of readers of THE

ASTROLOGICAL EMAGAZINE in India, I took

a quick look.  We expect a somewhat

difficult and challenging year in 2013.

Thereafter, happily, by as early as H2

2014, we believe India will become a

welcome destination for global

investment.

*While the majority of our annual forecasts are now reserved for clients and/or given  in our newsletter Wall Street, Next Week

(http://www.afund.com/afundwsnw.html), each year we freely publish several major investment suggestions (Our recent Historical record)

http://www.afund.com/afundperformance.html)






